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SAP SD Billing - Prem Agrawal 2018-05-03

concepts related to SAP SD functionality, technical configuration, and implementation. A complete glossary
of terms has been included to help the reader understand the myriad terms associated with this SAP
module. The book serves as an excellent reference for both earlier and newer versions of SAP or as a
comprehensive review for certification. Topics covered include Invoicing; Distribution points; Backorder
processing; Account determination; Material master; Transaction codes; Partner procedures; Rebates and
refunds; Interfaces; Condition types; Inventory issues; Administration tables and more.
SAP - A Complete Supply Chain Manual - Yogi Kalra

First Steps in SAP® S/4HANA Sales and Distribution (SD) - John von Aspen 2020-02-13
This book offers a comprehensive introduction to SAP S/4HANA Sales and Distribution (SD). You will learn
the basic fundamentals of SAP SD, with examples based on a case-study approach. Using a fictional
company scenario, you will learn the fundamentals of the order-to-cash process and key flow, from sales
order delivery to billing document. Explore the foundational document–the sales order. Obtain detailed
information on master data and how it is used in SD. Dive into master data objects, business partners, and
material masters. Review how master data is connected to sales orders and pricing. Understand sales order
processing, including item categories, availability checking, dates, shipping, texts, and more. Walk through
delivery processing and billing. Familiarize yourself with two of the major SD pre-sales documents –
contracts and quotations. Delve into the post-sales processes, including returns, service, and debit and
credit memos. Look at transactional list reports and analytical reports. For readers who are new to SAP SD
in S/4HANA, the detailed case study, practical examples, tips and screenshots quickly bring readers up to
speed on the fundamentals. - Foundations of SAP SD in S/4HANA - Sales orders and document types Master data objects, business partners and material masters - Examples and screenshots based on a casestudy approach
SAP SD Complete Self-Assessment Guide - Gerardus Blokdyk 2018-01-05
What may be the consequences for the performance of an organization if all stakeholders are not consulted
regarding SAP SD? How do we manage SAP SD Knowledge Management (KM)? What sources do you use to
gather information for a SAP SD study? Which individuals, teams or departments will be involved in SAP
SD? How do we Lead with SAP SD in Mind? This valuable SAP SD self-assessment will make you the
accepted SAP SD domain assessor by revealing just what you need to know to be fluent and ready for any
SAP SD challenge. How do I reduce the effort in the SAP SD work to be done to get problems solved? How
can I ensure that plans of action include every SAP SD task and that every SAP SD outcome is in place?
How will I save time investigating strategic and tactical options and ensuring SAP SD opportunity costs are
low? How can I deliver tailored SAP SD advise instantly with structured going-forward plans? There's no
better guide through these mind-expanding questions than acclaimed best-selling author Gerard Blokdyk.
Blokdyk ensures all SAP SD essentials are covered, from every angle: the SAP SD self-assessment shows
succinctly and clearly that what needs to be clarified to organize the business/project activities and
processes so that SAP SD outcomes are achieved. Contains extensive criteria grounded in past and current
successful projects and activities by experienced SAP SD practitioners. Their mastery, combined with the
uncommon elegance of the self-assessment, provides its superior value to you in knowing how to ensure the
outcome of any efforts in SAP SD are maximized with professional results. Your purchase includes access
details to the SAP SD self-assessment dashboard download which gives you your dynamically prioritized
projects-ready tool and shows your organization exactly what to do next. Your exclusive instant access
details can be found in your book.
SAP® SD Handbook - Kogent Inc 2010-04-06
Integrated with other modules such as MM, PP, and QM, Sales and Distribution is used to handle the sales
inventory control, warehousing, and back-office functions. This comprehensive reference includes all major
sap-sd-make-to-order-configuration-guide

SAP SD Sales - Prem Agrawal 2018-03-19
Details and Overviews This is a detailed book that covers every screen of the SAP Menu and IMG. Details
are preceded by overviews that show the larger picture and linkages between different concepts. Learning
Guide This book can be used to learn SAP. You can start learning SAP using this book even if you know
nothing about SAP. How to read this book in multiple iterations is explained in the book. Technical
Reference If you are in SAP menu or IMG and want to find the relevant material in this book, it is very easy.
Both SAP menu and IMG are expanded and hyperlinks are provided against each item. Just click the
hyperlink and you are taken to the respective section. A New Approach to SAP Implementation You can use
this book to implement SAP in a structured way. This approach is explained in the book. Configuration
manual The documentation of SAP implementation includes a configuration manual. This configuration
manual may be structured on the lines of this book. User manual The documentation of an SAP
implementation includes a user manual. This book should serve as a generic user manual. Company-specific
user manual may also be structured on the lines of this book and may include only company-specific
guidelines for the users.
Migrating to SAP S/4HANA - Frank Densborn 2017
Implementing SAP R/3 - Vivek Kale 2000-01-01
Implementing SAP R/3: The Guide for Business and Technology Managers provides a framework and a
complete plan that enables business and technical managers to take the optimal decisions that are
necessary for the successful implementation of SAP in their organizations. It presents the details needed to
plan and present confidently a case for choosing SAP, without ever asking the software vendor or involving
the vendor's personnel.
First Steps in the SAP Production Processes (PP) - Björn Weber
For manufacturing companies, effective and efficient production planning processes are crucial to success.
In this book, you will learn the basics of production planning in SAP ERP. Review the details surrounding
Material Requirements Planning (MRP II) and the principles of Engineer-to-Order, Make-to-Order,
Assemble-to-Order, and Make-to-Stock scenarios. The book is illustrated with numerous SAP screenshots
and provides a detailed example of an effective make-to-stock strategy. Identify which master data is
involved in the planning processes and how it is structured. Trace material requirements planning and its
process flow using detailed examples from the field. Gain an understanding of the importance of production
orders for lot-related production and which functions they perform. Finally, learn how to implement
capacity sequencing using capacity leveling in SAP ERP. - Compact handbook for discrete production in
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SAP - Processes in SAP PP explained clearly and understandably - Comprehensive example with numerous
screenshots - Master data, resource planning and production orders in context
SAP MM PURCHASING - P. K. AGRAWAL 2014-02-01
SAP is a powerful software that can meet the needs of any business and for any type of business in any part
of the world. Its all encompassing nature makes SAP complex. To understand SAP well, in this book on SAP
MM Purchasing, like in his earlier four books on SAP (HR module), the author gives an indepth analysis of
SAP, with its focus on materials management purchasing. Divided into 26 chapters, the book clearly
explains both the SAP Menu and the Customizing Implementation Guide. It also indicates the chapter
number where these are covered, thereby creating a direct link between the book and the SAP software.
This well-organized book can be used to learn SAP from scratch. Being a learning guide, it would be
immensely valuable for all those who are training to be SAP Consultant. The book would be especially
useful to Business Process Owners and Senior Managers to get an overview of SAP and the important
choices it offers. Salient Features • The book balances details with overviews which explain linkages
between concepts. • Each chapter forms an important business concept and covers business processes
carried out in SAP by the user. • The book can be used as a User Manual by SAP readers. • SAP
implementation becomes easy by using the book.
Configuring Sales and Distribution in SAP ERP - Ricardo Lopez 2015-11-01
Revised edition of Optimizing sales and distribution in SAP ERP, 2010.
Production Planning and Control with SAP ERP - Jawad Akhtar 2016-06-01
Step up your SAP PP game! Learn how to configure SAP ERP Production Planning for discrete, process, and
repetitive manufacturing and master BOM status definitions, process message characteristics, and master
data. Dive into SAP PP workflows and use Process Management, release production orders, and create
planning tables. Covering everything from S&OP and MRP to SAP Demand Management and the Early
Warning System, this book will help you get your production process to maximum efficiency!
SAP SD Shipping and Transportation - Prem Agrawal 2018-04-27

Buchwald 2010-11-19
This volume contains a selection of papers from the First Workshop on Subject- Oriented Business Process
Management (S-BPM ONE). Establishing a multi- and cross-disciplinary interchange of underyling and
applied concepts, successful appli- tion studies, and innovative development ideas, the workshop
emphasized the pro- tive realization of role- or actor-oriented modeling on the basis of exchanging m- sages
when accomplishing tasks. The workshop was organized as a forum for the discussion of foundations,
achievements, reflections, and further developments. In this way, its contributions not only addressed the
current state of the art, but also the various lines of research and development, either running or planned.
The state of the art is reflected in terms of concepts, modeling language, and tool features on the one hand.
On the other hand, it is reflected through the discussion of industrial case studies. These indicate the
current practice when implementing the subject-oriented BPM paradigm in industrial settings. By
challenging conceptual foundations they also allow us to define a common ground for future developments
in research and practice. The S-BPM ONE contributions focus on challenges arising from the evolution of
service-oriented architectures and the need for more flexible business organizations. The latter require
coherent and adaptive representation and processing techniques for business process modeling and
execution. Corresponding technologies have to be grounded in theories of computer science, in order to
provide an adequate infrastr- ture for thorough BPM including technology-enhanced change management.
Demand Driven Material Requirements Planning - Carol Ptak 2018-02-15
In the 1950s, a method called Material Requirements Planning (or "MRP") changed the world of
manufacturing forever. But times have changed--customer tolerance times are shorter, product variety and
complexity has increased, and supply chains have spread around the world. MRP is dramatically failing in
this "New Normal." Demand Driven Material Requirements Planning (DDMRP), Version 2 presents a
practical, proven, and emerging method for supply chain planning and execution that effectively brings the
1950s concept into the modern era. The foundation of DDMRP is based upon the connection between the
creation, protection, and acceleration of the flow of relevant materials and information to drive returns on
asset performance in the New Normal. Using an innovative multi-echelon "Position, Protect and Pull"
approach, DDMRP helps plan and manage inventories and materials in today's more complex supply
scenarios, with attention being paid to ownership, the market, engineering, sales, and the supply base. It
enables a company to decouple forecast error from supply order generation and build in line to actual
market requirements, and promotes better and quicker decisions and actions at the planning and execution
level. DDMRP is already in use by MAJOR Global 1000 companies. This book is THE definitive work on
DDMRP, and will be required as courseware for all those taking the Certified Demand Driven Planner
(CDDP) Program. New Features in Version 2 Completely new Chapter 13, introducing the Demand Driven
Adaptive Enterprise (DDAE) Model New Appendix E: The Innovations of DDMRP New and revised graphics
scattered throughout the book
Implementing SAP ERP Sales & Distribution - Glynn Williams 2008-04-19
Your Hands-On Guide to SAP ERP Sales & Distribution Written by senior SAP consultant Glynn Williams,
Implementing SAP ERP Sales & Distribution is packed with tested, time-saving tips and advice. Learn how
to use SAP ERP Central Component 5.0 and 6.0 to create sales documents and contracts, control material
and customer master data, schedule deliveries, and automate billing. You'll also find out how to deliver
robust financial and transactional reports, track customer and credit information, and interoperate with
other SAP modules. Configure and manage the SAP ERP SD module Track sales, shipping, and payment
status using master records Create multi-level sales documents and item proposals Develop contracts and
rebate agreements Deliver materials and services requirements to the supply chain Plan deliveries, routes,
and packaging using Logistics Execution Perform resource-related, collective, and self billing Generate
pricing reports, incompletion logs, and hierarchies Handle credit limits, payment guarantees, and customer
blocks Integrate user exits, third-party add-ons, and data sharing Configure pricing procedures and
complex pricing condition types
Implementing SAP R/3 Sales and Distribution - Glynn C. Williams 2000
Introduces sales and distribution, the newest module in the SAP R/3 system, explaining how to use the
module to manage the sales process with its online competitor data, sales activities tracking, order entry,

SAP ERP Financial Accounting and Controlling - Andrew Okungbowa 2015-06-08
SAP ERP modules are notoriously hard to configure and use effectively without a lot of practice and
experience. But as SAP ERP Financial Accounting and Controlling: Configuration and Use Management
shows, it doesn't have to be so difficult. The book takes a systematic approach that leads SAP Financial
Accounting and Controlling (FICO) users step by step through configuring and using all the program’s
facets. This approach makes configuration complexities manageable. The book’s author—SAP expert,
trainer, and accountant Andrew Okungbowa—ensures that both you and your end users are up and running
quickly and confidently with FICO. He also provides sound and tested procedures that ensure your
implementation works without error. SAP ERP Financial Accounting and Controlling: Configuration and Use
Management is in fact the most comprehensive and easy-to-follow SAP FICO configuration book in the
market. It incorporates a hands-on approach, with hundreds of screen shots and practical examples, that
allows a person without prior configuration training to make SAP FICO ready for use in the enterprise.
You’ll find that you don’t need to be a rocket scientist to grasp the concepts explained and apply them to
your work—even when the finances are complicated, such as with the ins and outs of taxes, currency
conversions, or special general ledger entries such as down payments or bills of exchange. Providing an indepth coverage of both configuration and end user procedures, the book covers most aspects of the SAP
FICO certification syllabus—SAP’s view of the module’s key tasks and procedures—including: Configuring
and using the general ledger and accounts payable and receivable screens Configuring and completing
closing procedures, asset accounting, and financial reporting Configuring global settings and enterprise
variables Accounting for both profit and cost centers Creating a house bank Integrating FICO with other
SAP modules Taking a jargon-free tone and providing an abundance of examples, Andrew Okungbowa
provides a clear understanding of configuration techniques and the breadth of functionalities encompassed
by SAP FICO. And as an accountant, Okungbowa understands the needs of end users as well as of those
answering to the CIO.
S-BPM ONE: Setting the Stage for Subject-Oriented Business Process Management - Hagen
sap-sd-make-to-order-configuration-guide
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automatic billing, and other key features. Original. (Intermediate)
The 123s of ABC in SAP - Dawn J. Sedgley 2018-04-16
Incorporate the Benefits of Activity-Based Costing into the Efficiencies of Your SAP R/3 System Given SAP's
dominance in the enterprise resource planning (ERP) market, many companies and their managers
encounter SAP AG applications in some form or another. Many of these organizations have recognized the
value of utilizing Activity-Based Costing/Management concepts to perform more accurate cost assignments
or drive performance initiatives. Managers are then faced with trying to determine how Activity-Based
Costing can be incorporated into the SAP environment. The 123s of ABC in SAP is the first book of its kind
designed to help business managers understand the capabilities of the SAP R/3 business application to
support Activity-Based Costing, Management, and Budgeting. Divided into three parts-the conceptual
foundation, the capabilities of SAP ABC, and integration with other tools-the book provides readers with the
following: An explanation of how Activity-Based Costing can be used with SAP Helpful hints for
implementing ABC into SAP Insights into the most common difficulties and potential solutions when
implementing ABC into SAP Summary tables that highlight key decisions to be made, implementation hints,
and organizational challenges Detailed descriptions of SAP software applications to support the ActivityBased Costing approach as well as the integration of SAP R/3 with Oros software Examples of the tandem
usage of Resource Consumption Accounting with Activity-Based Costing
Sales and Distribution in SAP ERP-Practical Guide - Matt Chudy 2015-01-24

SAP S/4HANA is here, and the stakes are high. Get your project right with this guide to SAP Activate!
Understand the road ahead: What are the phases of SAP Activate? Which activities happen when? Start by
setting up a working system, then walk through guided configuration, and learn how to deploy SAP
S/4HANA in your landscape: on-premise, cloud, or hybrid. Take advantage of SAP Activate's agile
methodology, and get the guidance you need for a smooth and successful go-live! In this book, you'll learn
about: a. Foundations Get up to speed with SAP Activate. Learn about key concepts like fit-to-standard and
fit/gap analysis, understand the methodology, and walk through the key phases of project management. b.
Tools and Technologies Open up your SAP Activate toolkit. See how to access SAP Activate content with
SAP Best Practices Explorer, SAP Solution Manager, and more. Then, use SAP Best Practices and SAP
Model Company to set up a working system for your workshops. c. Deployment Deploy SAP S/4HANA, step
by step. Follow detailed instructions to plan, prepare for, and execute your on-premise or cloud deployment
activities according to SAP Activate. Walk through key scenarios for a hybrid implementation of SAP
S/4HANA in your landscape. Highlights Include: 1) Deployment 2) Guided configuration 3) Agile project
delivery 4) SAP Best Practices 5) SAP Model Company 6) Organizational change management 7) SAP
S/4HANA 8) SAP S/4HANA Cloud 9) Hybrid landscapes 10) C_ACTIVATE05 certification
Materials Management with SAP S/4HANA - Jawad Akhtar 2018-10-28
Materials management has transitioned to SAP S/4HANA--let us help you do the same! Whether your focus
is on materials planning, procurement, or inventory, this guide will teach you to configure and manage your
critical processes in SAP S/4HANA. Start by creating your organizational structure and defining business
partners and material master data. Then get step-by-step instructions for defining the processes you need,
from creating purchase orders and receiving goods to running MRP and using batch management. The new
MM is here! Material master data Business partner master data Batch management Purchasing Quotation
management Material requirements planning (MRP) Inventory management Goods issue/goods receipt
(GI/GR) Invoicing Valuation Document management Reporting
SAP S/4HANA Sales Certification Guide - Darío Franco 2021
Preparing for your sales or sales upskilling exam? Make the grade with this SAP S/4HANA Sales 1909 and
2020 certification study guide! From availability checks to shipping, this guide will review the key technical
and functional knowledge you need to pass the test. Explore test methodology, key concepts for each topic
area, and practice questions and answers. Your path to sales certification begins here!Highlights include:1)
Exams C_TS460_1909 and C_TS460_2020 2) Upskilling exams C_TS462_1909 and C_TS462_20203)
Organizational structures4) Master data5) Sales documents6) Availability checks7) Pricing8) Shipping9)
Billing10) Simplifications
Configuring Sales in SAP S/4HANA - Christian van Helfteren 2022
Looking to get SAP S/4HANA Sales up and running? This book has all the expert guidance you need! Start
with the organizational structure and master data, including customer-vendor integration. Then follow
click-by-click instructions to configure your key SD processes. Including SAP Fiori reports and KPIs, this is
your all-in-one sales resource!
Configuring SAP ERP Sales and Distribution - Kapil Sharma 2010-06-03
The first and only book to offer detailed explanations of SAP ERP sales and distribution As the only book to
provide in-depth configuration of the Sales and Distribution (SD) module in the latest version of SAP ERP,
this valuable resource presents you with step-by-step instruction, conceptual explanations, and plenty of
examples. If you're an SD consultant or are in charge of managing an SAP implementation in your
enterprise, you'll want this valuable resource at your side SAP is one of the leading Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) software products on the market, with over 40,000 implementations Covers the latest
version of SAP ERP-ECC 6.0 Covers common through advanced configurations, so it's helpful no matter
what your level of experience with SAP Explains the conceptual framework behind the configuration
process If your company uses the SD module, keep this indispensable guide on hand.
SAP CO Configuration - Kathrin Schmalzing 2017-06

The SAP Materials Management Handbook - Ashfaque Ahmed 2015-09-15
Although tens of thousands of global users have implemented Systems, Applications, and Products (SAP) for
enterprise data processing for decades, there has been a need for a dependable reference on the subject,
particularly for SAP materials management (SAP MM). Filling this need, The SAP Materials Management
Handbook provides a complete understanding of how to best configure and implement the SAP MM module
across various types of projects. It uses system screenshots of real-time SAP environments to illustrate the
complete flow of business transactions involved with SAP MM. Supplying detailed explanations of the steps
involved, it presents case studies from actual projects that demonstrate how to convert theory into powerful
SAP MM solutions. Includes tips on the customization required for procurement of materials and inventory
management Covers the range of business scenarios related to SAP MM, including the subcontracting cycle
and consignment cycle Provides step-by-step guidance to help you implement your own SAP MM module
Illustrates the procure to pay lifecycle Depicts critical business flows with screenshots of real-time SAP
environments This much-needed reference explains how to use the SAP MM module to take care of the
range of business functions related to purchasing, including purchase orders, purchase requisitions, outline
contracts, and request for quotation. It also examines all SAP MM inventory management functions such as
physical inventory, stock overview, stock valuation, movement types, and reservations—explaining how SAP
MM can be used to define and maintain materials in your systems.
Practical Guide to SAP FI-RA — Revenue Accounting and Reporting - Reinhard Müller
Accounting standards are changing! Get up to speed and dive into the fundamentals of SAP Revenue
Accounting. Review the basic legal principles that determine the reporting of revenues and common
technical challenges, as well as the legal basis for ASC 606. Walk step-by-step through the revenue
recognition process according to ASC 606. Get best practices on how to prepare your system for an
implementation and get a list of activities required to implement the Revenue Accounting and Reporting
(FI-RA) business add-on in SAP ERP. Identify the three steps required to transition from the old to the new
revenue recognition standard. Review the impact of the Business Rule Framework Plus (BRFplus). Get tips
and best practices for data consistency and reporting. By using detailed examples, tips, and screenshots,
this book covers critical accounting standard topics including: - ASC 606 statutory requirements Integration between SAP SD, PS, FI-RA, and FI-GL - Troubleshooting data migration challenges - BRFplus
in revenue accounting
Sales and Distribution in SAP ERP - Matt Chudy 2017

Pricing and the Condition Technique in SAP ERP - Ursula Becker 2017-02
Wrap your head around pricing and the condition technique with this nuts-and-bolts guide! First become

SAP Activate - Sven Denecken 2020
sap-sd-make-to-order-configuration-guide
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versed in the fundamentals: condition types, master data settings, and condition lists. Then employ
standard configurations, from condition records to pricing in sales documents. Use function modules,
deploy user exits, and create custom workarounds to pick the right price for your products!
Sales and Distribution with SAP® - Gerhard Oberniedermaier 2013-11-11
The book shows how to design the most important business processes in the sales area of each company by
using the SAP module SD. It contains valuable tips and examples that show sales reps and managers and
distribution center employees how to get up and running quickly with SAP while saving time and money.
The book provides a concise introduction setting out the case for integrating business functionality on the
web. Furthermore the book helps to understand SAP APO in the context of SCM. It is addressed specifically
to those who need to implement APO in the context of the sales processes. Last not least the author offers a
walk-through of the process, from inception through planning, designing and testing.
SAP PI for Beginners - Rana Brata De 2018-05-20
The objective of this tutorial is to make you understand - what is SAP Process Integration? We will not go
into the nitty-gritty of the subject but we will discuss the architecture and different features of SAP PI. We
will cover the basic features only and will avoid discussing all features in this tutorial.Next there are a set
of case studies which will give you an idea about the industry level utilization of SAP PI. Once you get more
acquainted with the subject, you should try to solve them. The test cases are prepared in a manner so that
it will take you down into the subject from simple to more complexes with each lesson and will give you an
overall idea of the subject.
Quick Guide to CO-PA (Profitability Analysis) - Stefan Eifler 2012
Get a head start on SAP Profitability Analysis (CO-PA)! This practical guide explains step by step how to
implement CO-PA. By concentrating only on the essentials, this book will quickly enable you to set up your
own contribution margin analysis. 5 video tutorials included ! • Familiarize yourself with basic
organizational entities and master data in CO-PA • Define the actual value flow• Set up a planning
environment • Create your own reports Stefan Eifler has worked for more than 15 years as both a
consultant and in-house-consultant, with a strong focus on SAP Profitability Analysis. He delivers key CO-PA
information precisely and in detail.
Inventory Management with SAP S/4HANA - Bernd Roedel 2019-09-26
Jump-start your inventory operations in SAP S/4HANA! Review basic inventory practices and consult stepby-step instructions to configure SAP S/4HANA for your organization's requirements. Then put the system
to work! Run the SAP Fiori applications that guide your core inventory workflows: inventory planning,
goods receipt, core inventory, production planning, and inventory analysis. This hands-on guide to
inventory has the details you need! In this book, you'll learn about: a. Inventory Planning Set up a
successful inventory management system. Understand how to implement key planning strategies like maketo-order, make-to-stock, MRP Live, and Kanban in your SAP S/4HANA system. b. Inventory Execution
Ensure your system runs smoothly. Tap into the potential of SAP Fiori applications and execute core
inventory processes such as exception handling, physical inventory, transfers, and more. c. Inventory
Analysis Make the most of your inventory analytics tools. See what's offered with SAP S/4HANA, such as
real-time data and role-based design; then dive in to CDS views, KPI monitoring, custom queries, and more.
Highlights Include: 1) Inventory optimization 2) Inventory planning 3) Goods receipt 4) Core inventory 5)
Production planning 6) Inventory analysis 7) Configuration 8) Deployment 9) SAP Fiori applications
Competitiveness of New Industries - Cornelia Storz 2014-04-08
Many recent books on information and communication technologies concentrate on individual country
experiences or neglect to analyze political factors in conjunction with entrepreneurial ones. This book, the
result of an international research project, comprises a comprehensive comparison of three key countries:
Japan, the United States and Germany. The book adopts an institutional approach.
First Steps in SAP FI Configuration - Ann Cacciottoli 2016-02-08
This book offers a comprehensive introduction to the fundamentals of SAP ERP Financials (FI)
configuration. Dive into configuration details for general ledger (FI-GL), accounts receivable (FI-AR), and
accounts payable (FI-AP) transactions. You›ll learn about the primary features and functions of SAP FI
configuration including how to create company codes and chart of accounts, assign a controlling area, and
sap-sd-make-to-order-configuration-guide

define number ranges. Get tips for automatic posting rules and posting periods. Gain proficiency navigating
in SAP FI, including how to access configuration transactions. Walk through step-by-step instructions for
executing transport request configuration. Get exposure to advanced SAP FI configuration topics including
SAP tables, SE11, SE16N, and SQVI. This introductory guide to SAP FI configuration covers: - Get an
overview of SAP Financials configuration - Explore fundamental aspects of FI-GL, FI-AR, and FI-AP
configuration - Learn how to create, define, and assign company codes and chart of accounts - Obtain
hands-on instruction based on examples and screenshots
Implementing Order to Cash Process in SAP - Chandrakant Agarwal 2021-05-14
Implement critical business processes with mySAP Business Suite to integrate key functions that add value
to every facet of your organization Key FeaturesLearn master data concepts and UI technologies in SAP
systemsExplore key functions of different sales processes, order fulfillment options, transportation
planning, logistics execution processes, and customer invoicingConfigure the Order to Cash process in SAP
systems and apply it to your business needsBook Description Using different SAP systems in an integrated
way to gain maximum benefits while running your business is made possible by this book, which covers how
to effectively implement SAP Order to Cash Process with SAP Customer Relationship Management (CRM),
SAP Advanced Planning and Optimization (APO), SAP Transportation Management System (TMS), SAP
Logistics Execution System (LES), and SAP Enterprise Central Component (ECC). You'll understand the
integration of different systems and how to optimize the complete Order to Cash Process with mySAP
Business Suite. With the help of this book, you'll learn to implement mySAP Business Suite and understand
the shortcomings in your existing SAP ECC environment. As you advance through the chapters, you'll get to
grips with master data attributes in different SAP environments and then shift focus to the Order to Cash
cycle, including order management in SAP CRM, order fulfillment in SAP APO, transportation planning in
SAP TMS, logistics execution in SAP LES, and billing in SAP ECC. By the end of this SAP book, you'll have
gained a thorough understanding of how different SAP systems work together with the Order to Cash
process. What you will learnDiscover master data in different SAP environmentsFind out how different
sales processes, such as quotations, contracts, and order management, work in SAP CRMBecome wellversed with the steps involved in order fulfillment, such as basic and advanced ATP checks in SAP APOGet
up and running with transportation requirement and planning and freight settlement with SAP TMSExplore
warehouse management with SAP LES to ensure high transparency and predictability of
processesUnderstand how to process customer invoicing with SAP ECCWho this book is for This book is for
SAP consultants, SME managers, solution architects, and key users of SAP with knowledge of end-to-end
business processes. Customers operating SAP CRM, SAP TMS, and SAP APO as part of daily operations will
also benefit from this book by understanding the key capabilities and integration touchpoints. Working
knowledge of SAP ECC, SAP CRM, SAP APO, SAP TMS, and SAP LES is necessary to get started with this
book.
Variant Configuration with SAP - Uwe Blumöhr 2011-10
* Implement and use Variant Configuration with SAP * Build and maintain a complete product model *
Updated coverage on SAP ERP 6.0 enhancement pack 5 and CRM 7.0 With this all-inclusive reference, you
have everything you need to implement, customize, and use Variant Configuration with SAP. Whether
you're a consultant, work directly with variant configuration, or are a manager, this book contains essential
information you need in order to make key decisions on how Variant Configuration works best for your
company. Variant Configuration in ERP and CRM Understand how to integrate Variant Configuration in
processes such as quality management and customer service, and explore the necessary Customizing steps.
Advanced Integration Topics Find extensive coverage on business processes for SAP ERP, including the
Order Engineering Workbench, planning Variant Configuration, and more. Industry-Specific Solutions
Learn about unique configurations and enhancements that are possible within specific industries and how
to manage them, accompanied by customer examples and practical suggestions.Expert Knowledge Benefit
from the authors' and SAP customers' notes on special challenges encountered when implementing and
using Variant Configuration for product models. Updated and Expanded This new edition covers integrated
Product and Process Engineering (iPPE), Product Data Replication (PDR), the new PLM environment, and
much more. Highlights Product Model * Configuration profile and scenarios Business Processes in SAP ERP
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* Integrated process and product engineering (iPPE) * Integration, Customizing Product Configuration *
Variant Configurator LO-VC * Internet Pricing and Configurator (IPC) Challenges * Performance
optimization, change services * Product Data Replication (PDR) Project and Practical Reports * Industry
solution DIMP reports, project managers, SAP customers and partners * Configuration Workgroup (CWG)
and outlook on SAP Business ByDesign The Authors Uwe Blumohr, Manfred Munch, and Marin Ukalovic
work at SAP and hold different positions in the area of Variant Configuration.
Paper Technology - 2004
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SAP R/3 Reporting and E-business Intelligence - Thomas Aidan Curran 2000
"SAP R/3 Reporting" shows how to deliver effective reports for every area of the enterprise. It's the first
book to focus specifically on SAP R/3 reporting. Curran begins by introducing SAP R/3's key information
systems, data resources, and business processes. Next, he reviews specific reports for financials, logistics,
HR, asset management, and shows how to build reports that are readable, accurate, and timely. Finally,
Curran introduces ActiveSheets, third-party software that streamlines reporting by working through
Microsoft Excel. A working ActiveSheets demo is included on CD-ROM.
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